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1 | INTRODUCTION

Please lay out your article using the section headings and example objects below, and remember to delete all help
text prior to submitting your article to the journal.

2 | METHODS

Please do not title this section “Materials and Methods” unless use of physical materials are part of the methodology.
(Mention Supporting Information in the text, for example See Supporting Information S1).

2.1 | Second Level Heading

If data, scripts or other artefacts used to generate the analyses presented in the article are available via a publicly
available data repository, please include a reference to the location of the material within the article.
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TABLE 1 Tables should be self-contained and complement, but not duplicate, information contained in the text.
They should not be provided as images. Captions should be concise but comprehensive – the table, caption and
footnotes must be understandable without reference to the text. All abbreviations must be defined in footnotes.

Variables JKL (n = 30) Control (n = 40) MN t (68)

Age at testing 38 58 504.48 58 ms

Age at testing 38 58 504.48 58 ms

Age at testing 38 58 504.48 58 ms

Age at testing 38 58 504.48 58 ms

stop alternating row colors from here onwards

Age at testing 38 58 504.48 58 ms

Age at testing 38 58 504.48 58 ms

Note: JKL, just keep laughing; MN, merry noise.

2.1.1 | Third Level Heading

Please use a .bib file to store your references. If using Overleaf to prepare your manuscript, you can upload a .bib
file or import your Mendeley or Zotero library directly as a .bib file via the Add Files menu. You can then cite entries
from it, like this: Urmson et al. (2008); Lees-Miller et al. (2010) and Geiger et al. (2012). Just remember to specify a
bibliography style, as well as the filename of the .bib.1

3 | RESULTS

Refer to all tables in the text (e.g. See Table 1). Measurements should be given in SI or SI-derived units.

4 | DISCUSSION

Please be sure to follow the JIE data accessibility requirements (http://jie.click/dataacessibility). Refer to all figures in
the text (e.g. See Figure 1).

5 | CONCLUSION

A conclusion section is optional.
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F IGURE 1 Insert Figure Caption and explanatory text here. We encourage authors to provide the
highest-quality image files possible for the figures. Captions should be concise but comprehensive – the figure and
its legend must be understandable without reference to the text. Include definitions of any symbols used and
define/explain all abbreviations and units of measurement. Figure Legends should point readers to underlying data
in Supporting Information or data repository (e.g., “Underlying data for this figure can be found in Supporting
Information S1”). See http://jie.click/dataacessibility for more guidance
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endnotes
1 You can find a video tutorial here to learn more about BibTeX: https://www.overleaf.com/help/97-how-to-include-a-
bibliography-using-bibtex
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